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Abstract  

This type,  of course, consists of compulsory courses, prerequisites, concentrations, and electives. 

Human Resource Management courses are compulsory courses that must be followed by all 

undergraduate students of the Department of Management at the Faculty of Economics, Malang State 

University. The development of  Fun  POAC Human Resources Application as an e-learning medium 

in this human resource management course is to create and develop electronic learning media which 

will be able to make it easier for students to understand how planning, organizing, moving, and 

controlling human resources in an organization,  Making learning in resource management courses is 

not boring and interesting because it is not only encouraged in listening to what lecturers say but is 

packed with application devices with various accessories and interesting features that can make 

students motivated to open, read and understand learning materials, assignments and practices. The 

material on the application is packaged for one semester lectures. The e-learning media developed 

consists of fun planning HR, Fun Organizing HR, Fun Actuating HR, and fun controlling desktop-

based menus so that students or those who want to use this application can install it on their respective 

computers or laptops. The development method carried out is the Borg &Gall development model 

using waterfall grooves(waterfall)at the stage of development. The development stages start from 

needs analysis, product planning, product development, trial/implementation (validation), revision, 

and report creation. The product results in the form of the "Fun POAC Human Resources" Application 

as a learning medium in human resource management courses and will be equipped with media 

application videos, as well as media usage instructions. 

Keywords: Application, Fun POAC, E-learning.  

I. Introduction 

The Free Learning Policy proclaimed by the Minister of Education certainly brings a new direction 

of change in the world of education, especially at the Higher Education level, related to students who 
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have the right to study outside the study program for one semester. Related to this, of course, in the 

learning process in the lecture so that students are more interested in the material delivered, and also 

as basic knowledge when exploring knowledge and other experiences outside the study program or 

campus. 

Learning media is very useful in supporting real learning.  the use of learning media,  will help 

teachers or lecturers to more easily convey the material. In this day and age where all began to rely on 

technology, all learning is more interactive and interesting when packaged in electronic media in the 

form of laptops or computers, where later also displays images, videos, music, and also motivational 

words.  Learn Frame.com in the Glossary of e-learning Terms [1] states that: e-learning is an 

educational system that uses electronic applications to support teaching and learning with Internet 

media or computer networks and standalone computers. According to Rusman [2], e-learning is all 

learning activities that use the help of electronic technology. Through e-learning, students' 

understanding of a material is not dependent on the teacher or instructor but can be obtained from 

electronic media. 

Human Resource Management courses are courses that must be taken or taken by all students in the 

Department of Management of the Faculty of Economics. The material in this lecture studies Job 

Analysis, HR Planning, Recruitment, Selection, Placement, Training, Compensation, Motivation, 

Career Development, Occupational Health and Safety, Performance Evaluation, Mutation, Promotion 

and Demotion, and Employee Dismissal. The learning process of Human Resource Management 

courses so far the tendency is still only the delivery of lecture materials using PPT with a direct 

explanation or online conference, and or PPT with audio explanation, the provision of individual tasks 

is also still written manually and group discussions face-to-face, there is no special media human 

resource management courses in the form of electronics,  who group the materials specifically there is 

a material part of HR Planning (P) with tasks or practices, material part of Organizing HR (O) with 

Who group the materials specifically there are materials from HR Planning (P) with tasks or practices, 

HR Organizing (O) section materials with tasks and practices, HR Actuating (A) section materials with 

tasks and practices, and HR Controlling (C) section materials with tasks and practices. Duties and 

practices, HR Actuating (A) section materials with tasks and practices, and HR Controlling section 

materials (C) with tasks and practices. 

The development of e-learning media is in the form of desktop-based learning media that can be 

installed by students on their computers or laptops each consisting of Fun Planning HR, Fun 

Organizing HR, Fun Actuating, and Fun Controlling menus. In the menus will be grouped human 

resource management lecture materials, both theory, assignments, and practices according to the 

group/part, e-learning media is named FUN POAC because this e-learning media later on each menu 
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or section will be given motivational words, interesting images, and music, and made material 

delivered so that it is easier for students to understand that means fun to learn (FUN),  while POAC is 

the functions of management, where later the material theory of human resource management courses 

will be explained in terms of planning, organizing, actuating and controlling according to the material 

chapter.   Karena that development will focus on the Application "Fun POAC Human Resources" 

Media E-Learning in Human Resources pada Course. 

II. Method 

The development research model that will be carried out is the Borg & Gall development model [3] 

using waterfall grooves(waterfall)at the stage of development. The development stages start from 

needs analysis, product planning, product development, trial/implementation (validation), revision, 

and report creation.   

The stages of development research are as follows:   1) The initial information gathering stage: At 

this stage, what is done is to look for theories or references related to interactive e-learning media and 

observe and interview students who have taken human resources management courses.   about the 

shortcomings in the learning process related to learning media and interviewing lecturers who have 

fostered  human resource management courses related to learning media used, 2) The stage of product 

development planning: At this stage what is done is to formulate product development goals, namely 

to create a more interactive e-learning subject in the form of Fun POAC Application which can later 

be installed by students on  their respective computers or laptops, 3)  Product development stage: At 

this stage what is done is to create e-learning media in the form of Fun Planning HR menu,  Fun 

Organizing HR, Fun Actuating HR, Fun Controlling HR, 4) Product trial stage: At this stage what is 

done is to apply e-learning media in the classroom to participants of human resource management 

courses by working with lecturers inhuman resource management courses, then asking expert 

validators to assess the validity of Fun POAC's e-learning media development products,  5)  Product 

Revision Stage: at this stage what is done is to correct the shortcomings of the product after being 

tested in a class of management courses on human power, 6)  The stage of making the report: At this 

stage what is done is to make the final report of the results of e-learning media product development, 

along with presenting the form of products in the form of Desktop-based Fun POAC Applications  

stored in CDs,  flash disk, google drive and uploaded at the Innovation House of Malang State 

University.  
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III. Results and Discussion 

. This desktop-based Fun POAC Human Resources application has several menus consisting of Fun 

Planning HR which contains materials and human resource management course assignments that are 

grouped as planning materials in human resource management, namely human resource planning, 

recruitment, and employee dismissal, and provided also features the calculation of employee needs in 

a department in the company. Then Fun Organizing HR, the material consists of job analysis, selection, 

placement, and employee orientation, as well as Mutations, promotions, and demos, materials are 

grouped as part of employee organizing in human resource management. Furthermore, the Fun 

Actuating HR menu, where the material consists of employee compensation, work motivation, career 

development, and Occupational Health and Safety (K3), and for Compensation, materials there are 

features to calculate the wage scale in a company or industry. These materials are categorized as 

materials to move employees in human resource management. Lastly, Fun Controlling HR consists of 

Performance Evaluation materials and comes with an example feature of the Performance Evaluation 

form. This application is said to be Fun because it is equipped with music menus and motivational 

words that can provide learning motivation to students when opening this electronic learning media. 

This E-learning media can be used by users or students by downloading or copying and then 

installing it on a computer or laptop and can store tasks done on this media, questions or instructions 

submitted as contained in each menu. Here are the menus found in the Fun POAC HR application". 

Initial view, Register and Sign in 

The first view after the Fun POAC HR application is installed on the Desktop is like the following 

image.  

 

Figure 1. Fun POAC HR app early view 

To go to the next menu the user can click "START" and will go to the Sign-in menu.  
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Figure 2. App Sign In the menu 

Users or students must register first by entering the Student Master Number (NIM) and student 

name, new users students can "ENTER" in this Fun POAC HR application. 

 

Figure 3. NIM Filling Menu and Student NAME 

Fun POAC HR App Main Menu 

After clicking on the "ENTER" feature, it will appear the display of Fun Planning HR, Fun 

Organizing HR, Fun Actuating HR, and Fun Controlling as follows, equipped with motivational words. 

 

Figure 4. FUN POAC HR menus 

Use of Fun Planning HR Menu 

If the Fun Planning HR menu is opened or clicked, then there are contents in the form of materials 

categorized as Planning Human Resources, which are equipped with tasks for student practice to better 

understand human resource management, such as the following image. 
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Figure 5. Content View of Some Fun Planning HR Menu 

Examples of the contents of the Hr Planning Task Menu Fun Planning HR, students fill in the 

answers in the provided column and save them (Save). Like the following picture. 

 

Figure 6. Content Task menu HR Planning Fun Planning HR 

Furthermore, the contents of the Recruitment Task on this Fun Planning HR menu are as follows. 

 

Figure 7.  Content Task Recruitment Fun Planning HR 

Use of Fun Actuating HR Menu 

If the FUN ACTUATING HR menu is clicked, the menu will appear as follows. If clicked will 

appear PPT and Task (task) each material. In this Fun Actuating, there is also a Wage Scale Count 

menu. 
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Figure 8. FUN ACTUATING HR menus 

To see the contents of the Fun Actuating HR material task for example Work motivation, please 

click and will appear the contents of the Task (task) Work motivation, as follows. 

 

Figure 9. Fill in the Work Motivation Task Menu 

Use of FUN Organizing HR Menu 

If clicked FUN ORGANIZING HR then will exit the contents of the materials categorized fun 

organizing HR as follows 

 

Figure 10. Fill fun organizing HR 

Example of work analysis material task on the FUN ORGANIZING HR menu 
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Figure 11. Content Task (Task) Job Analysis 

Use of Fun Controlling HR 

If clicked FUN CONTROLLING HR will appear PPT and Performance Evaluation Task display 

and example performance evaluation form that can be filled in and saved for the practice of filling out 

the Performance Evaluation form. 

 

 

Figure 12. Menu FUN CONTROLLING HR 

If in Click Task (task) Performance evaluation will appear like the following image. 
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Figure 13. Performance Evaluation Task  

The performance evaluation form menu if clicked will appear as follows: 

 

Figure 14. Examples of Employee Performance Assessment Forms. 

Implementation of Fun POAC Human Resources Application in Human Resource Management 

Class 

Media E-Learning Fun POAC Human Resources, tested in 3 Human Resource Management Classes, 

namely OFF N, OFF L, and OFF M. Matalliah Human Resource Management obtained by students in 

this Semester Gasal. Students participating in human resource management lectures from the three 

OFF are asked to copy and install this Fun POAC Human Resources application on their respective 

laptops or computers. Then students are asked to do some tasks in the application, then save, and the 

results are sent by students to SIPEJAR, which can be in Image, PDF, Word, or Excel format. Here is 

one of the tasks that students do on the menu in the Fun POAC HR application: 
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Figure 14 Examples of Work Motivation Tasks filled by Students 

 

Figure 15 Examples of Advanced Work Motivation Tasks  filled by Students 

IV. Discussion 

Students of human resource management classes, Off N, M, and L, 85% stated that the content and 

display aspects are categorized as feasible. For the programming aspect, 80% declared it feasible. 

According to students, the Fun POAC application is interesting, because it comes with motivational 

words, and its features are also easy to operationalize. Plus the analysis tools of the calculation material, 

so that the data in the form of numbers is only entered in the tools, then the final result will come out. 

Also equipped with examples of material forms, where students can directly fill in number data, which 

facilitates students' understanding of Human Resource Management materials.  

The tasks in this application, are very supportive for knowledge and practice in the field of Human 

Resource Management. The material has also been grouped in the categories of Planning in the field 

of human resources, organizing human resources, boosting human resources, and controlling human 

resources. Based on the opinion of some students who have used this application, there are still some 

shortcomings, namely some application menu buttons When clicked, the appearance of the appearance 
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is rather long, and after the storage of the data in the contents, then return to the initial view, so if you 

want to continue filling must click again the task menu that is done again, to continue filling in the 

data, or work on the task. 

This application is named Fun POAC Human Resources application, because it is expected that 

students are happy to study human resource management courses because the material stored on 

electronic media is very friendly with students and equipped with motivational words that make 

students excited, with the motivation given, this is what is conveyed by Rahmanisa [4] who argues that   

By using learning media (E-Learning), students can absorb and get various materials and materials 

taught by lecturers,   so it will encourage to play an active role and improve self-reed in learning, as 

well as improve the quality of materials and materials from the learning process. Students are more 

disciplined in time. The use of E-Learning Media provides many benefits for teachers in providing 

materials and materials of lectures and students as recipients of materials. Emda [5] defines learning 

motivation as a person's drive to do something to achieve a goal. Meanwhile, according to Manuhutu 

(2015), learning motivation is all the driving force of students who are encouraged to learn and ensure 

continuity, provide direction of learning activities, so that from research it is concluded that learning 

motivation is encouragement or effort in every individual or person in achieving goals or goals. People 

who like the use of learning media (E-Learning) will increase motivation to excel but instead will 

provide a decrease in motivation to learn for students who do not like the use of learning media (E-

Learning). The principle of E-learning is to connect with a network that makes it easy to update, store, 

distribute, and share instructions and instructions instantly [6]. To improve traditional forms of 

teaching and administration in universities e-learning already is used very effectively in teaching at 

universities [7]. LMS (Learning Management System) is software for creating online (web-based) 

lecture materials that in the current era is implemented using LMS Moodle. 

V. Conclusion 

Hasil from the creation and application of application products that have been done, so for the 

development of this learning innovation can be concluded:  1) The development of E-Learning media 

fun POAC Human Resources application consists of menu Fun Planning Human Resources, Fun 

Organizing Human Resources, Fun Actuating Human Resources, and Fun Controlling Human 

Resources, equipped with words Motivation and Analytical Tools, 2)  This Fun POAC Human 

Resources application is used as a learning medium for Human Resources Management courses in 

distance lectures.  Obstacles in the use of this application are some application menu buttons When 

clicked, the appearance display is rather long, and after the storage of the data in the contents, then 
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return to the initial view, so if you want to continue filling must click again the task menu that is done 

again, to continue filling the data, or work on the task. 
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